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CAZE announces its ultra-slim hybrid bumper case for iPhone 7/7 Plus
Published on 10/17/16
The leader in ultra thin case design, CAZE announces its first hybrid bumper for iPhone 7/
7 Plus, weighting just 11g. Constructed of aluminum and TPU, the DuEdge frame offers a
revolutionary stylish metal look for the iPhone 7/ 7 Plus. DuEdge thin bumper comes in 5
colors: Jet Black, Matte Black. Silver, Gold and Rose Gold. All the colors and metal
finishing of DuEdge are tuned to complement the respective colors of iPhone 7. DuEdge has
the same thickness as CAZE best selling ThinEdge bumper.
Hong Kong - The leader in ultra thin case design, CAZE has announced its first hybrid
bumper for iPhone 7/ 7 Plus, weighting just 11g. Constructed of aluminum and TPU, the
DuEdge frame case offers a revolutionary stylish metal look for the iPhone 7/ 7 Plus.
DuEdge thin bumper comes in 5 colors: Jet Black, Matte Black. Silver, Gold and Rose Gold.
All the colors and metal finishing of DuEdge are tuned to complement the respective colors
of iPhone 7. DuEdge has the same thickness as CAZE best selling ThinEdge bumper.
The DuEdge slim bumper is composed of an ultra-thin aluminum frame combining onto a soft
frame bumper. With both soft and hard properties of aluminum and soft frame, the dual
layer construction gives your iPhone 7/ 7 Plus reinforced bumper protection while
maintaining a slim and sleek bumper style look and preserves the original beautiful design
of the iPhone 7/ 7 Plus.
The inner TPU layer provides supreme durability and shock protection for your iPhone 7/ 7
Plus, while the ultra-thin aluminum frame adds additional strength and rigidity to the
case. Another function of the soft TPU layer is to act as a cushion to prevent any damage
that might be caused by removing or attaching the case. And it provides shock absorbing
protection to all four sides and extends this protection to the front and the back of your
iPhone 7/ 7 Plus.
The CAZE DuEdge Hybrid case is made to be as thin as possible without sacrificing
protection, and made to perfectly follow the contours of your iPhone 7/ 7 Plus so it still
has the original appearance. It comes with a two-tone color combination that let you
personalize your iPhone the way you like. The colors are finished at high standard with a
UV coating that makes the bumper stay great for a long time.
The hybrid bumper is designed to improve the operational performance of iPhone 7/7 Plus.
It features sensitive metalized buttons using the same material and color as the frame to
improve performance of the volume control and power button. To facilitate signal
reception, the bumper is designed smartly to expose the antenna.
To protect your iPhone 7/ 7 Plus camera lens, an innovative lip on the edge of the frame
is built to prevent the protruding camera from contacting with surfaces. Without the need
of using Tools or screws, the flexible bumper design makes it easy to install by just snap
on to your device.
To ensure all-around protection, the DuEdge hybrid bumper for iPhone 7/7 Plus comes with a
free screen protection kit (front & back film) for added shield. Aside from the ultra slim
bumper and screen protection kit, it also comes with a microfiber cloth and a wallet size
iPhone stand. Complement your iPhone color from five colors: Jet Black/ White, Matte
Black/ White, Silver/White, Gold/White, and Rose Gold/White.
iPhoneCAZE:
http://www.iphonecaze.com
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DuEdge Slim Bumper for iPhone 7:
http://www.iphonecaze.com/iphone7/iphone7-duedge-slim-bumper.html
DuEdge Slim Bumper for iPhone 7 Plus:
http://www.iphonecaze.com/iphone7/iphone7-plus-duedge-slim-bumper.html
Wallet Size iPhone Stand:
http://www.iphonecaze.com/iphone-protection-screen/wallet-size-iphone-stand.html
Screenshot:
http://www.iphonecaze.com/media/catalog/product/cache/1/image/5e06319eda06f020e43594a
9c230972d/d/u/duedge_1.jpg

iPhone CAZE started its business at a small shop with handmade products at the beginning
and proudly released its first iPhone case in 2007. Due to the spread of word and
increasing demand of overseas orders, iPhone CAZE began to take orders on its website in
2009. iPhone CAZE admires fashion, using leather, fabric, metal, polymer and swarovski
crystal, to bring something luxury and special on iPhone for any occasion. Copyright
2007-2016 iPhone CAZE. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad and iPod
are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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